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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009040480A1] Cinema screens are made of a perforated cloth for letting the sound through, with a thick texture that reflects the direct
light of the projector. Two assessed natural phenomena force us to take into account that, first, all objects absorb a portion of the light and reject
the visible non-absorbed colours and, second, ambient light flows in from all sides, including the back of the object, with all incidence degrees of
light diffractions reflected therein. These two facts motivated the present patent application. Practically, the use of a light source behind the screen
re-establishes a natural light balance that does not exist on the current cinema screens. The principle of a light source behind the screen adds a
contre-jour effect that is important for the light quality of images in order to obtain an image vision without saturation and a natural balance of the
colours and the perspectives of the objects shapes. Indeed, the stable back light brings a visual comfort and a chromatic stability that vary without
excess. Chromatics and light density are adjusted by this principle using a translucent bottom layer, and provides a projection suitable for the optical
sensitivity of the eye and the nervous system, which makes the projection non-aggressive for the entire audio-visual realm.
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